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PKCPOSSD KF.' iLflCLATIONS FOR TKS LIMITATION OP REI£A^S OF RADIOACTIVK

0U33TAJICES ?Höu KU2L3AR :-OWKa STATIONS WITH LIGHT WATEH RKACTOKS

In this publication the Swedish National Institute of Radiation

Protection presents a proposed version of n w regulations concerning

ih? vrc.y in whicdi the release of radioactive substances from nuclear

power stations is to be limited.

The text of the regulations is intended for specialists and it

contains many special expressions and formulas. This in unavoidable

in this complicated natter.

In order to *rive the non-specialist recipient of the proposals an

opportunity to see what is involved, the substance of the proposals

has been sur&£>arized with comments in this introduction.

y are new relations required? Are tfce previous ones not nood er.ou.rh?

The National institute of Kadiation Protection participates in an

extensive networl: of international collaboration in the field of

radiation protection. The estimates cf the risks which are published

by various ̂ r^a^s of scientists, for example the United Nations

Scientific Coranittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAi;)

and the International Couaaission on Radiological Protection (lCRP\

are in £-ood mutual a.'rroeinent. With these risk estimates as the

starting point, there is a constant reappraisal of the reasonableness

of the system of recoirmendations which has been evolved by the

ICRP and from which the radiation protection regulation of most of the

countries in the world have been derived.

In 1956, the ICJRP formulated guiding principles for the protection

of members of the public from radioactive 3ubstanc-s in the

environment. The dose limits established at that time are still valid

and there are no cî -ns that they will be lowered. It is considered

that they limit the risks to each individual to a level which is

regarded as perfectly acceptable in other fields of activity.

HL/nf. 1975-O4-?O
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The Swedish nuclear power stations which ar» at present in operation

or under construction have been designed subject to conditions

intended to ensure that all radiation doses to persons in the vicinity

of the power station are kept under the dose liaits recomended by the

ICRP.

The earlier regulations have been entirely satisfactory under the

conditions which have existed up to new. However, during the last fev

years these conditions have changed in a way which justifies a change

also being oade in the regulations.

What is it that has changed? ^

Above all it is the plans for the extension of nuclear power which

have chanced considerably* Sven as recently as the middle of the

1960s it was uncertain whether nuclear power had any economic future. **

It was not until 1965 that commercial power stations were first

offered on conditions which implied a breakthrough for nuclear power.

By the end of the 1960s the plans for the future were very optimistic.

At the radiation protection authorities estimates were then made of

the consequences of the development of the nuclear power industry

frora the environmental point of view. It became clear that releases

of radioactivity which were fully acceptable from a small number

of reactors could not be accepted if tile number of reactors became

very lar^e. The reason for this was that even if all persons in the

vicinity of the power stations were sufficiently well protected, "}

the permitted releases could have led to global pollution of the

environment due to a small contribution from each of many reactors

resulting in an undesirable general increase in the radiation levels

over the whole earth's surface. ^

At the same time, advances had been made in reactor technology

such that protective measures which would not previously have been

technically feasible now began to lie within the limits of feasibility.

The developments which were planned by the nuclear power industry

could be made possible from the point of view of radiation protection

by tightening- the requirements on the limitation of releases until

it was the contribution to the global radiation which determined

the limit rather than the persons in the immediate vicinity. This

vo'ild also result in considerably lower dosee in the vicinity of the

reactors.



Tills rec-nva:-al too.: r»lacf- in 1O"6?. During tfcat year, responsible ty

for s t ipula t ing i i r d t s for the pcrr i t t ed release of radioaetiv*»

rrcbstsnces ir. vater was transf^-re* ft^rr. the Swedish Water Ritjhts

Ccurts to the ^-"Hsh ilational I n s t i t u t e cf liadi&tion i-rotecticn.

This var. a r*v.mlt i»f the conir.~ i r t ^ force- of tb* rir-vironsent

Proteeti^r Act i-: -..'Mch i t i s lain iy-T. that the * w»r.cai 3c- £oar<:.

for Iir/j-- ' •«-•'h r r i^ - t i - r . T ra s - - ; , -Ĵ o "-'r.+p" "?i;-hts Courts in

qc^-t- '" ' j -;••-.••: rr'->.-• ceclsiorn nr y:.c ••ri^a'jc- -f envirrKiCntall;-

hasf.rö'.-.u. v. ,iaric«-s. ?:&nioastive m'-r.tcneso ere su&ject f"s *"HR

Hadiaticr. :T'.'f-^r.io>- Act and are therefor*» eze-nted fror th«?

jur i sd ic - i -n '••* the Fracsfaise JkJ^rs for .äiTircr.nsntal Imtection»

nl r-lanc

for ths nuclear r>ovxr s ta t ions r^-valtci in ret principles

for the li-.-. ta t 'on ->f release beinr "-/oi-Jtoö out by tke Rational

Ins t i tu te f I*idiatLin I'rntectiori. Three rrincipicn vere appro

by thf: I ^ s - i t u t e ' s Board in 1S70 &r preliminary guidelines for

th i s vork and th2*' were publisfced i r th-? I n s t i t u t e ' s Äraiual iierort

for the s r . c ;-c-ar. J

A resul t ->r *ho fact that question; if %-pj«?arp V.->itetior. vei*

r.o )•-•'•.~er ics.it v.'ith by the V/attr ' i-r-t- v^ovc-ts -'ap. that the

ab i l i t y -,f *,nr> ioc^1'. population t-> i;"flu-3rce the condition.-: specified

fcr thr rslcar-? l i r i t a t i o n was rf'.ucoc., '"V-.T- was ro.'.nted oat bv the

xiatir.rcl T'T-.t.-. t*.;to of Radiation } ro t s c t i >r, ir. connection vj M-. the

off ic ia l cc-TC.Rrit.-3 of the Inst i tut^ r r thf a-plJcr.ti-n for T<--*T.icK-..-.T.

tc build th? ' i ' - s t nuclear power rlar-t a t roTsisar*. Kie l a s t i t v t e

has siibsesuentiy fc-?ST! ve i l aware of tb*=> rjpr-irs-biljty of tb«:

decisio.*^; ;-ado by f.V'v Ins t i tu te or; r"lca?»e matter? bein/: Öie subject

of s r.e r-.irtf: ?f ocnsultation involving six wr»c are noncerned. I'c-r

th i s rpaar-n tir.: Ins t i tu te now 9v.b.X.:'"»'.r'? i t s proposals in good time

befor* they ar1- fixec in ord«r to o t ta in viewpoints and c r i t i c i s r , .

The pr in^l^ l rs which vere published in 1070 did r.ot h?ve th? far?, of

forasal instra^tions &nc* the;' ver* y^Misshert crincrpai \-j vj th the

intention of "11-jvinr the nuclear r.-o:-rar in.vastry to s t a r t tuanruryr

a t ar. early .-.tars ;>n the ka-JsLs of t-*"̂  requix-e:r.erits which v/oul.'i -..rvcab;

be e s t a t j : shrtd b,v fev^ radiat ion rr^rciior. authority for the future.

Ane He^.t-rar a;ri Ea Lindells On the C'-.'oc'ish policy with re;*ard to

the l imitat ion -f radioactive discharrer frcr. nuclear power

At; in te r r r s ta t i ' tn of current in te r lational reccnsronrlations.
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ås a sätter of interest it might ** pointed out that the

National Institute of Radiation Frctection had written its

principles for the limitation cf r*leaser before the Aaerican

debate on the sac» issue had started but that they are in goed

ap-reerent with the considerably rtore stri^etBt guidelines which

were subsequently elaborated by the United States /to-aic 2ner*y

Commission (AäC).

In 1966 the Wn? had published 1 reccnmer.iaticn that all radiation

doses should be .c«r.t as low as is readily achievable, economic and

social considerations beinf; taken intc account. Vhea the åE£

published proposal- for noras for design safety in *9?1 these

orovided a technical interpretation of the ICKP recocstendatiens

and it was surrestei that it vas readily achievable to design

lifht water reactors in such a vay that the highest contribution

to the radiation dose for persons xn the inxiediate vicinity wcuid

be kept to a few r,er cent of the dose frc;r np.tural sources cf

radiation. This icrlied a confirrjttior. of the feasibility of

keeping the dosss zs low &s those which had beer anticipated in

the Swedish f-jideline proposals.

are the proposed new regulations being: issued first now?

During the years 1?71-1974 the Swedish radiation protection

authority worked in close cooperation with the radiation protection

authorities in the other Mordic countries in order to achieve

international a,î rae.tent concerning the rules for release limitation.

It was now clear that for the future it would be possible to keep

the doses to all persons in the vicinity of nuclear power stations

far below the dose lir.its recommended by the ICHP on the basis of

personal safety. The nain problem was therefore to avoid a fsadval

increase towards unacceptable values in the- global radiation

environment so that future generations vore not left to pay the

debts of the ingrediate future.

?or this purpose various n»w concepts were created. One of these

is dose cociritmcnt. The dose eomnitroer.t is a measure of the total

radiation dose burden which a measure now (e.^.one year's releare

of radioactive substances) will cause in all cooing' years due to

persistent environ-<?ntal pollution.



With the aid of the dcse corsitaent it is possible to present a

"bill" for each release of radioactive substances taking into

account all coring' effects and not just those in the ianediate

future. 3y calculating the global dose ccnrr«iteentt without

regard to any .^osraphical boundaries, it is possible to obtain

a seasura cf the tctal har** a release will cause, regardless

of where it is c&tis^. 3y ersressir»-: the limits for this global

dose coasitnent calculated per »ecawatt v«ar (iisstalled) nuclear

power, a seans is obtained of eontrollin* the future development

against the bac*.-round of the assumptions on the development, of

nuclear power.

Another new concept is the collective dcse. Hiis consists of the

product of the tnssber of irradiated persons and their average

radiation dose. ?or the purposes of radiation protection the unit

of df.se (dose fyuvalent) ir the ?*££. The collective dose is riven

in maorems. This means that a, collective dose of one manrea could

iraply 0.01 rer. to 100 oersons or 0.001 rec to 1000 person?, etcetera.

.dy limiting' the- global collective do3e froir each nuclear ruwer st*i;i->r

it i3 also pcscible to keep the tr-tai Global colJectivi» dese fror̂  all

the world's nuclear never stations under cortrol. With a iars*» number

of nuclear rower stations in many oovjvtries, one ca? assiiir* a decree cf

ssreneral *rtviron cental pollution in the future which will r AVS most

people about the sa**e dose contribution. The average future anniaal

dose is then easily obtained by dividing the sum of the annual

collective dose contributions fror. all nuclear newer stations by

the number of r-ersens in the whole world.

The concepts and the idea» which have bsen mentioned here were

discussed internationally during the first years of the W O s by*

it took tine befora they "oecace universally accepted. One reason

for this was that they assume that in the dose calculations such

3-rall doses will be taken into account that iitany people consider

i i inconceivable that they would have any harmful biological effect.

Fn example, a -lobal collective dose of 500 manrenis (the collective

d;3e from a large nuclear power station) represents an avera•••*

>l)r,e of l^so than 0.0000001 renj (0.1 i?,icrorer>), The cancer risk

f3? an individual receiving such a sinall dose is 0.00000000001

wnich is negligible for th« individual and! unnrovable froit th?

biological point of viaw.



Calculations for radiation protection purposes are nevertheless

made on the asrurvption that the risk of cancer or of frenetic injury

i- directly proportional to the dose rirht down to the scaliest

doses. A dose of 0.1 aiicrores to 5 billion r>ersDns, i e 500

s&nrexa involves. accordin? to the ICRP, a oossible risk of the

order of 0.03 (i e 1:20) that at least ore person will suffer free

3£:ieer or civs birth to a child with seri.K hereditary defects

as a result. One h*rkt-*>d nuclear paver stations each giving1 an

arnuai global collective dose of 500 canrers :ri$ht therefore (after

a lone latent period) rive rise to an average of five eases of •%s
cancer eviry year in the whole world population.

During- 1974* the National Institute: of Radiation Protection of

Denmark, Finland, Iceland, llorway and Sweden reached agreement on «%

reconpiendations cession to the five countries concerning the

principles for the limitation of releases of radioactive substances.

Sy that tiwe similar principles had also been discussed at panels

and seminars arranger: by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),

tr-? */orld Health C-.fs-riization (WHO) ar.i the ihiclear Energy Apency

of the 03CD {H£k). In addition, the ICFJ had published a

reootrrendation in 1973 on the interpretation of the concept "as low

as is readily achievable" when applied to the limitation of doses

(ICRP Publication 22). In the 03A the proposed US norms had been the

subject o-~ Dublin dircossions and had been modified. In Sweden the

Hational institute of Radiation Protection had held discussions with \

representatives frn-s the electric power industry, with radioecological

experts from the liatio.ial Snvironoent Protection Board and with

specialists from the Swedish Atomic Energy Company.

1
It was not until after the above developments that the understanding

of the overall situation was sufficiently good to allow basic

instructions to be vorked out on the basis of the new principles.

An important orerequinite was that it should appear probable that the

developments in other countries would ba similar, Kules which are

primarily intenaed to nake it possible to achieve global environmental

protection for the future cust be based on international collaboration.

The basis for this collaboration now exists.



Til

In 1974 the National Institute of Radiation Protection sent

oat ft preprint in Sh/rlish of the chapter of the inter-Hordic

recoonendations which concerned limitation of releases froa

nuclear power stations. ' The recipients nere the authorities

and organizations which could be assumed to be concerned with

this Batter, åt the sasse tine the Institute announced the fact

that towards the end of 1974 it intended to prepare proposals for

the Swedish regulation and to publish the proposals for criticism

and concent, as is now being done.

Wat is the content cf the proposed regulations?

The proposals are based on the ICHF reconmendations; first and

foremost this ;neans that:-

o no source of radiation shall be accepted until it can be

shown to involve greater advantages than disadvantages from

the point of view of society;

o all doses shall be kept as low as is reasonably achievablef

economic and social considerations being taken into account; and

o no individual shall receive doses which exceed the dose

limits recoEnended by the ICiir either at the present tine

or at some future time when there is a greater number of

sources of radiation in existence.

The first of these points involves a political decision which takes

account of much more than just the radiation protection aspects.

As far as nuclear power is concerned this corresponds to the attitude

of the Kiksdar to the Swedish energy prot7rannje and the choice of

future energy sources.

The second point has a more technical-biological character and it

means that the doses should be limited to such an extent that

further lowering of the dose would involve greater costs <_nd effort

than society is normally willing to accept in other connections to

eliminate risl.s.

'Basic principles for the limitation of releases of radioactive
substances froa nuclear power stations, A joint statement from the
radiation protection institutes in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway
and Sweden. Copenhagen, Helsinki, Ueykjavik, Oslo and Stockholm,
April 1974.
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The third point assuoes planning for the future and control over

all sources of radiation used toy society taking into account the

accumilation of radioactive substances in the environent.

In practice the last two points ioply supervision and regulation of

sources of radiation by the authorities. In the case of nuclear

power stations this supervision mist aean direct supervision of the

releases of radioactive substances from the power stations.

The regulations specify the way in which the owners of the plant

are obliged to produce calculations for the doses which may be

caused by different releases and the assumptions on which the -/

calculations are based.

When these calculations have been examined and approved by the

national Institute of Radiation Protection a not» release *

is established, this being the total release of radioactive

substances which it has been calculated will lead to a dose

cosnitaent of 10 nillireas for the critical group in th*

vicinity*of the power station.

The regulaticns are intended to lead to the limitation of the

total release fron each nuclear power station. In practice this

is a complicated procedure since release?, may be r.ade fron several

different nuclear power units and at mazy different release points

both into air and into water and they nay consist of a variety of

different radioactive substances which teiiave ir. completely different \

ways in the environment.

A norm release tray therefore consist of nany different combinations

of released substances and release routes. The regulations *

specify the conditions which amst be fulfilled if a particular

combination of releases is to correspond tc a none release. These

conditions represent an extra margin of safety since they assume

that one person nay be exposed to the maxim» doses from each of

the various radioactive substances, an unrealistic but essential

assumption.

Furthexnore, the ref.-ulati.ons specify hew soon a nuclear power

station Bust report to the National Institute of Radiation Protection

the fact that abnormal release conditions have occurred.



A further condition laid down in the regulations is that the

global collective dose shall not be allowed to exceed 0.5

per year and Htf (aegawatt) installed electric power. This implies,

for example, that a nuclear power unit for 1000 Mtf electric power

is limited to releases involving a maximum of 500 aacress.

What is the si^r.ific&nce of this for the power units which are

already in operation or which are under construction?

For the nuclear power units which are already in operation or wfaxch

are under construction, the national Institute of Radiation Protection

proposes special inter» regulations applying until 1 January 199C.

these interia regulations involve a certain reduction of the

previous release liaits. Hoverer, during the interim period the

regulations will still be principall? based on the necessity of

limiting the doses received in the vicinity of the power stations.

Under the interir. regulations a ereater release is permissible during

one individual year but there is a special listit for the accumulated

release durin*: the interim period. The intention has been to ensure

that the increased release which is permitted during the interim

period shall not appreciably increase the total release which, in

accordance with the new regulations, is permitted during the total

lifetime of the nuclear power unit.

For certain nuclear power units there are decisions of the Water

Rights Courts in accordance with the former procedure* In sauce

cases the permitted release values in these decisions are higher

than those corresponding to the new regulations. The National

Institute of Radiation Protection assumes that these facts will be

taken into account in the final decisions of the Water Rights Courts

in the cases concerned.

What protection do the new regulations provide for persons in

the vicinity of nuclear power stations?

As before, the dose limit of 50° nillirema per year recommended by the

ICRP shall under no circumstances be exceeded for persons in the

vicinity of a power station. However, experience has shown that the

highest done» will be only a few nillireas per nuclear power unit and

that they will not exceed about 10 millirems for each power station.



3y way of comparison it should be pointed out that it is not uncosaaon

for differences of 10 aillirens per year to be found in hoaes, Toetveen

different roocis in one and the sam house as a result of differences

in the natural radiation background (which is notsally about 100 aillirenc

per year).

The regulations require that vigorous measurer ce taken to

prevent releases becor.inc so extensive that closes of 50 Eiillirens

CCJI occur in the vicinity of a **o'*£-r station, fcpacial exemption is

required frotc the National Institute of Radiation Protection if

operation is to be continue! in such a way that annual doses

exceedinf 50 niresr arc expected.

protection dc the r.ew regulations provide arainst hi^h global %

desej in the future?

flie greatest contribution to the flobal dose from the nuclear

rover industry is fro.-n fuel reprocessing plants unless krypton-65

and tritium are retained when the fuel slerents are opened. "Hie

Swedish radiation protection regulations are based or. the assumption

that the total nuclear power fuel cycle, a»> a result of environmental

pollution, will r.ct be allowed to cause more than 1 nanrers per year

anc* t~J installed electric pow.-r. The reflations limit the collective

dose fro& the r.'iclear power stations ther:celves to 0.5 nanreir. per

year and i-IW. If the total release, includin - releases during

reprocessiniT and waste handling, pives an .̂ inual collective dose T%

of 1 manrer. per Kd ar.4 if nuclear power strilians at sore future date

are distributed ovor the whole earth's surface, the average global

annual dose will be the sans nunber of millir^Tis as the number of

kilowatts per caput rf the population. Är, averp/re consumption of

2 kilowatts of electric power per caput fron nuclear power stations

in the year 2000 would thus result in an cnnual global dose of

approximately 2 millirems per year. The c ?rresnotidinii global

collective dose, aorroXiiately 10 million n'anrens, night, according:

to the ICR? risk entisatcs, result in 1000 radiation-induced cancer

cases distributed throughout the world.

What doeg the Rational Institute of Radiation Protection hope to

achieve b? circulatir.-v its proposals for consideration by persons

outside the Instituts?

The new reflations involve a msnber of new viewpoints and thess



are to some extent unproven. The Institute is well aware of the fact

that there may be good reason for critical viewpoints and it does not

exclude the possibility that errors or oversights may have occurred

during the preparation of the proposals. The proposals would

normally have been given further consideration within the Institute

and been examined in detail in view of these possibilities prior to

their publication. However, the Institute is aware of its

responsibility for ensuring that all relevant viewpoints are tälten

into account, particularly in view of the fact that there is no

established list of bodies to whom the proposals shall be submitted

for consideration and because radiation protection is at present a

question of exeat public interest. In ordar to gain tin» and in order

that the now release regulations shall be applied as soon as is

reasonably possible, the Institute has considered it appropriate to

£ive affected authorities, interested group3 including environmental

groups particolarly concerned with pollution problems, and

representatives of the nuclear power industry an opportunity to

prepare their viewpoints at the same time as the further detailed

consideration of the proposals within the Institute.

Th« Institute has invited all interested persons to a hearing at

the nain lecture hall at Karolinska Sjukhuset on February 20, 1975.

At this hsarinj there will be opportunities to put questions to

responsible persons from the Institute on the implications and the

interpretation of the proposed regulations. Written viewpoints,

criticisms and suggested amendments nrjist be submitted before

liay 10, 1975. Aftr>r thi3 date the Instituts will make any changes

which are considered justified in the light of the viewpoints which

have been submitted and a final proposal for the regulations will

then be prepared for approval by the Board of the Institute, !Phe

intention is that the regulation shall come into force on

January 1, 1976.



This is a translation from the official version in Swedish.

PROPOSED HBGUUTIOKS January 1975

INSTRUCTIONS AND DIH3CTIVES ISSUED BY THE SWEDISH KATIOHAL

IJCTITBT1 OP RADIATION PROTECTION FOR THE LIMITATION OF THE

HSLSftSE OF HAMOACTIYE SUBSTANCES FHOM KUCLSAR POWER STATIONS

Under the provisions of § 5 of the application instructions for the A

Radiation Protection Act (SFS 1958:652), the Swedish National

Institute of Radiation Protection hereby issues the following

instructions.

3
INTRODUCTORY REGULATIONS

1. Nuclear power 3tation 3hall be assumed in what follows to

mean a nuclear power installation with one or more reactor units,

facilities for fuel storage and waste handling, and waste storage

within the boundaries of the station* The instructions concerning

release limitation apply to the station as a whole and not to the

individual reactor units.

2» The instructions apply to normal operation conditions,

Normal operation m this context means fuel storage, fuel handling,

loading, start-up, commissioning, commercial operation, shut-down, J

refueling, inhou3e power production, routine inspection, checking,

maintenance and repair. Normal operation also includes the handling

and storage of irradiated fuel and of low-activity and medium- «%

activity waste within the nuclear power station and decommissioning

of reactor units.

3. The term normal operation shall also include unforeseen

occurrences and incidents provided that no safety system need

be brought into operation other than that which i3 intended for

shut-down or for power reduction.

4. Occurrences which in addition to reactor shut-down also

require the actuation of other safety systems shall be classified

as reactor accidents and not as normal operation. Neither shall

sabotage or external violence be classified as normal operation.



\JUly

5. Hie tera noraal operation shall not include accidents or

incidents which can be considered so rare that the corresponding

doses in the environ—nt cannot be expected to be caused again

daring the foreseeable lifetise of the nuclear power station. ,

6. The instructions apply to all releases both into water and

into air of all radioactive substances originating fro* any part

of the nuclear power station, including the reactor units, the

turbine housings, the fuel storage areas and the waste treatment

plants within the station.

9 7» I» the application of these instructions, the term "dose"

shall always be taken to seen dose equivalent and the specified

reference values shall apply to the dose equivalent coaaitment

4 h which can be calculated in each specified case for relevant

tissues or organs. The concepts "dose", "dose equivalent" and

"dose coavitawnt" are explained in more detail in Appendix 1.

8. the reference values given in the instructions for the dose

equivalent for individuals (paragraphs 12 and 35) shall apply to

**• critical jgoiy using the definition of this group given by

the IC8P (see Appendix 3). The reference values for the critical

group shall consist of the SUB of the dose contributions from

all the releases of radioactive substances, both into air and

into water, from the nuclear power station.

,.. 9. The reference values given in the instructions for the

collective dose shall apply to the whole world population (the

global collective dose) and shall include all dose contributions

resulting from the normal operation of the nuclear power station»

% The principles for the calculation of collective doses are

presented in Appendix 2,

10. The reference values given in the instructions for the

collective dose shcJ.1 not include either dose contributions from

parts of the fuel cycle outside the nuclear power station or

doses to the station personnel. These dose contributions are

subject to special regulations.

GEHERAL HEOULATIOH'o

11. The release of radioactive substances from nuclear power

stations shall be limited to the extent which is reasonably



achievable, taking into account the economic and social

consequences of every measure for the limitation of releases

and the risk that the doses to the personnel say increase when

the releases into the environment decrease.

12. Every nuclear power station shall therefore have facilities

for the retention of radioactive substances (e g filters, purification

plant, collecting tanks) and for the delay of release (e g recombiners,

sand beds, filters, collecting tanks) of such design that the

expected whole-body dose to the critical group due to the resulting

releases is less than 10 nren per year, that the expected dose in each

individual organ is less than 30 area per year, and that the

expected global collective dose is less than 0.5 sninrera per year

per MW installed electric power (MW ).

13. The dose values laid down for the critical group in

paragraph 12 consist of reference values and their formal character

is not that of limiting values for permitted doses in a given

operating situation. Every conbination of releases of different

nuclides into air and water from all release points at the nuclear

power station is called in what follows a norm release if the

resulting doses in the critical group fulfil the conditions

specified in Appendix 4, paragraph 4:4. The försal regulations

for the limitation of releases are presented in paragraphs 16-28.

14* It 's the responsibility of the owners of an installation

to prepare an adequate basis ior the quantitive relationship

between the activity release and the resultant doses and to

submit this basis and the necessary dose calculations to the

National Institute of Radiation Protection for approval (see

paragraphs 29 and 30). The owners of the installation shall also

inform the national Institute of Radiation Protection what releases

are anticipated for the various nuclides. These anticipated

releases shall form the basis on which decisions are made on the

necessity of monitoring the releases from the various units

within the station.

15» Paragraphs 16-28 provide a summary of the instructions

concerning the reporting of releases which differ appreciably

from the anticipated releases and instructions as to the
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measures to be taken if releases of this magnitude have occurred

or are anticipated. The instructions are related to the total

rate of release of different radioactive substances from the

nuclear power station as a whole, expressed in fractions of a

norm release per hour. Since it is probable that releases which

appreciably exceed the anticipated releases involve a narked

change in the nuclide composition, the application of the

instructions Bay involve extensive calculations. These shall be

carried out in accordance with the principles stated is

/' Appendix 4.

16. If the rate of release becomes so high that continued

operation would result in annual releases exceeding the norm

release, measures shall be taken in accordance with paragraph 11.

However, the aim under all circumstances shall be to prevent

annual releases which exceed 5 times the norm release and a

global collective dose which exceed 0.5 manre» per MW year.

17. In view of the fact that it is the total dose over a number

of consecutive years which is significant from the point of view

of risk, the National Institute of Radiation Protection, in

special circumstances, aay grant an exemption allowing operation

to be continued even if the annual release should be greater.

It is then the ICRP dose liaits for individuals exposed other

than in the course of their work which represents the absolute

(.. upper limit.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS

%• Release supervision and reporting

18. All releases of radioactive substances shall be supervised by

means of measurement and the results of the measurements shall

be suitably recorded. The releases which have taken place shall

be reported in writing to the National Institute of Radiation

Protection every three months. As an indicator of the collective

dose, the collective dose index shall be given annually in

accordance with Appendix 4» paragraph 4 s 6»

19* When it is suspected that diffuse leakage occurs and such

leakage cannot be measured by means of continuous measurements,



special investigations shall be carried out with the object of

determining an upper limit for the activity which could leak

out into air and water from the station without being detected.

20. The lower lirait for releases which must be recorded and

reported other than as zero shall be specified in the form of

special values approved by the National Institute of Radiation

Protection in each individual case, these values being determined

by the accuracy of the measurements and by the judgements deened

necessary by the national Institute of Radiation Protection with

regard to the principles laid down in paragraphs 11 and 12.

21. Releases which are made at a rate or with a nuclide

composition differing markedly from that which may be

considered to correspond to the anticipated releases (see

paragraph 14) shall, where this is possible, actuate warning

signals. Reports on such releases shall be submitted to the

National Institute of Radiation Protection in accordance with

paragraphs 23-26 below.

22. Measuring equipment used for checking of releases or of

the environment (cf paragraph 32) shall be tested for correct

functioning both periodically and whenever it is suspected that

there iray be some malfunction.

Reports >">n incr"are i releasc-s

23. In the case of releases which take place at 3uch a rate

that the weekly release is less than 1/10 of the norm release,

a report on increased releases, together with proposals for

coiontermeasures, shall be submitted to the National Institute

of Radiation Protection within one month if the difference

between two consecutive weekly releases exceeds 1/50 cf the

norm release.

24. A report on a weekly release which excoed 1/10 of the

norm release shall be submitted to the Rational Institute of

Radiation Protection within one week together with proposals

for conntermeasure.-?.

25. In the case of a release which takes place with a

release rate exceeding 1/200 of the norm release per hour,



the reaotor shall be shut dovn before the excess release has

reached 1 norm release and, if the wori.ir.f conditions make this

oossible, thp National Institute cf .iadiation Protection shall

be informed of the circumstances within 24 hours.

26. The instructions otatsd here concerning- increased releases

shall also apply to occurrences which, if they are not

counteracted, nay lead to releases ^f corresponding magnitude.

27. The instructions in paragraphs i6-?6 concerning- releases

shall apply, ris in other contexts, to the sura of the releases

w from the whole power station and not tc the releases from

individual reactor units (cf paragraph 1).

£ Redistributed release rates

28. Releases of radioactive substances at a higher rate than

that corresponding to a uniform distribution in time of the

releases may be made during a limited nart of the year without

involving liability to the reporting laid down in paragraphs

2J-25, provided that the releases are made in a manner and at

a time approved in advance by the National Institute of Radiation

Protection and that the annual release is not expected to exceed

5 norm releases.

Calculation of releases and doses

29. When a nuclear power station is bein^ planned or constructed,

drawing, safety reports and other material which can form the

basis of decisions on the radiation protection aspects shall be

* submitted in rood time to the National Institute of Radiation

Protection.

30. Data on the anticipated releases of radioactive substances

into air and water and of the do3es they are expected to cause

shall be submitted to the National Institute of Radiation Protection

in good tine prior to the planned date for loading. In these data

the following points shall be dealt with in particular detail:-

(a) the anticipated activity and nuclide composition

of the releases;



(b) the presuppositions which led t~> this composition;

(c) the effect of changes in the presuppositions on the

composition oi the release;

(d) assumptions concerning: the radioecolo.-ical dispersion

and trar.pport conditions; and

(e) the resultant dose contribution (to the critical grouz

and to the ,-lobal collective aosej of each radioactive

nuclide of any importance (see Appendices 2 and 4)-

Environmental surveys

51. Prior to the loading of the reactoi or the conunissiomnr

of other plant (e. c.waste handling- plant) within a nuclear power

station, both environmental surveys (preoperational investigations)

and meteorological studies shall be carried out in order to

provide a basis for the assessment and chec :inr of the doses

caused when the installation is put into operation. If this is

aporoved by the National Institute of Radiation Protection, the

results may be used for a number of reactor" or other plants

within the san:e nuclear power station.

32. During the operation of nuclear Dower stations, environmental

surveys (operational surveys) shall be carried out, both with the

object of testing the validity of the assumptions on which the

dose calculations were based and in ordet to confirm that no

unexpectedly hi.̂ h dcses occur. Detailed instructions for the

organization and. ncorie of the environmental surveys are prepared

for each nuclear power station by the iiational Institute of

Radiation Protection in consultation with other affected

authorities.

INTEKIK REGULATIONS

35» Interim regulations corresponding to paragraphs 12-16

hare been prepared for existing nuclear power stations for

the period up to 1 January 1980. These interim regulations are

presented in para^ronh 35»

54» Regardless of paragraphs 12-16 and 3 % rules laid down

by the Water Righto Courts for the release of liquied-carried

radioactive waste remain in force until further notice



and will be reconsidered in the final decisions of the courts.

35- The existing nuclear power stations lack some of the

equipment specified in paragraph 12. it rr.ay therefore be

anticipated that their releases of radioactive substances

exceed the norm releases. Until 1 January 1"S0, these stations

-nay be operated in such a way that the activity releases into

air result in doses which for the critical ;xoup corresnond to

a dose equivalent coir.TU.tx.ent that, as concerns the whole-body

dose, amounts to a maximum of 100 -Jens for each year and a

^axinnam of I150 mrems for the accumulated release up to 1 January

1980. For each other individual or£^n the corresponding limits

shall be 300 r̂eir.s and 750 mroas respectively.

COMING INTO »OKCii

56. These regulations come into force on the 1st of January

1976. In addition, any special re;~ulation3 which the National

Institute of Radiation Protection may issue under the provisions

of § 5 of the application instructions for the Radiation Protection

Act (SFS 1955:652) shall also apply.

37. Where reflations have previously been issued under the

provisions of ^ o, paragraph 3» of the Radiation Protection Act,

the regulations issued herewith, where r3levant, shall replace

or supplement those issued previously.
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1:1. Absorbed c.?se .-•:' directly or ir .nreetiy icnizinr radiation

rear.:- the énc"*y :-;•'..-itoi by ior.isir.- ^articles r;er ui.it r.acs

cf the i rradiate: .••u'::;ti:.iv?. The ur.it of r.jsorteti doso is

joule/k.~. opec.'ii •irit3 -..i.ieh are aim u~nd are 1 rad = 0.01

joule/;.T ana, i:. the .:•"•*• .r.terr.atior.ai crvter. of unitr i^I ) ,

1 Gray (Gy) -, l ;o-le/; ; -.

1:T, r>oses of r ai ••.r.itude in biolc-'.-.-al tissue do r.ot always

cause the sar.e ':<: ~~c e of ;:.Jur;.' cr of /I; • for irjury, 0'ie roascr.

for thrc ten;- a:ff-.-^er.ce:-. in the innizatio. do:ir;it;r of the

radiation. I:. .:,v>cr to be able to carry cut . «anir/~ful addition

of do.ies causer '•.; iifTereiit i:inds of r-adiatior. the absorbed

aocec ruust be .Tj.̂ ta-.Iy v,v>irhted. For tiie '.••vrr-onen of radiation

protection r-^'cial .-..•reified wei~htir.r factcrs have "been laid

covn. The quantity obtained v:hen th/> v.isiov.r, contributions to the

absorbed dose haw ceer. v.'fiif̂ ited by the;;*: factor? is called the

doge equivalent. Jlif> :.;r.it of cose equivalent ic the sa-ne as that of

absorbed dese, i e ,joule/k^. Hov/ever, i.r order to avoid confusion

as to v.hich «!?.:: '.it;/ .1: beinp considered, i t is suitable to use

the special unit ron for thr- dnse equivalent, whrrsupon

i rer; = 1 rad.

1:3» The dose equivalent shall always be calculaterl unin~

the weightinr factcrr reconjnended by the I'JIsP. In most cases

the weig-htir.r factor only consists of the yualitjf factor ('..'.)

v.'hich ic ^ivtr b;.' t:ir- I'Ji'J' ac a function ci the ener^;* deposited

r,er unit len."th for the ionizir.f7 particle". If the absorbed

dose is denoted b" i. ar:d the dose eruivalor.':, by H, tho

relationship i.~

°rad (radr; ° r rCmG)

1:4» In the caf.ee of Y. rays, ,<~anma rays and electron rtdiaticn

(beta rays), Q, = 1 no that the dote equivalent is numerically

equal to the absorbed dose.
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1:5» The nr lie;: tive lose for a pi ver. copulation sear.̂ ; the cur.

n

where n denotes r.or.̂  rer.eously irradiated rrabrroups (!'. ) cf the

nopulation and :> is the r.ean dose vithin each such ^roup. The

unit of collective dsse is the mar.rad. A collective dose nay

be compute! either for the whole-bod;- .oze or for the dose in a

fiven or^an. In a corresponding nanner a collective dose

equivalent, expresced in r.ar.rer.3, is computed for the riven

population. If the summation is extended over the uhcle world

population tho result is the "local collective doce froT. the practice

which causer, tho irradiation.

1:6. The dss--> connritr-ent for a practice, operation or

decision yerjir, the infinite tin» inte.r™al of the resultant

avera-re dose rate D(t) in a r̂iven population due to this

practice, operation or decision, i c

ao

D(t) dt

0

ao

In a corrsspGiicliiit, :!i*uijier a do3e equivalent cormnitnent can be

calculated. If the average dose rate in the integral is replaced

by the collective dose rate the result obtained is the collective

dose coTidtaent of the practice and if one then uses the global

collective dose rate ths result is a measure of the integrated

|. environr.cntal effect of the practice provided it can be assumed

that there is a linear relationship between the dose and the

risk of harmful effects.

1:7. If tho dose rate 5(t) decreases exponentially with tirae the

following relation is valid

1) = T • i)
c o

where T is the average tine for which the dose rate exists (for

example the effective average life of the substance in the

biosphere) expressed in years and D i3 the average annual dose

during the first year after the



1;6. The population for which it may be necessary to calculate

the averarre dose rate need not consist of the same individuals

throughout the intef~ration period. For exar.ple the- population

L-.ay consist of infants, in which case the rrou~ as ruch, but

r.ot the particular individuals, is irradiated over a series

of years subsequent to a jiven release of a lcr.r-lived r.uclide.

1:9. The table below is intended to illustrate the use of the

dose corii.itment concept.

Release Averape dose attributable to the release durinp
the year on the left but caused during the year:

76 1;-7 5 1?76 1?77 1P".~ 1°7? 19B0 1981

1975 A 3 c I;

1976 - A 3 C Ii - -

1977 A 3 C D

1973 A 3 0 D

1979 A 3

1980 _ _ _ _ _ A B

1981 _ _ _ _ _ _ A

etc

If the release of radioactive substances is identical each year and it

begins in 1975, the resultant dose durin~ the year of release is A,

a3 in 3 table, and in this hypothetical example the same release

is assumed to cause doses of B, C and D during the following three

years before the activity has decayed to negligibility. With an

identical release in 1976, the dose that year will be A + B, of

which A originates from the 1976 release and 3 from the 1975 release.

The fourth year, 1978, will have a steady state value (A + 3 + C + D)

for the annual dose and there is no further increase.

1:10, If releases of radioactive substances result in the

environment and thus, directly or indirectly, also humar.s

accumulate radioactive nuclides with Ion,-; half-lives (more than

one year), it is not sufficient to limit the releases solely with

regard to the doses caused during the year in which the release

takes place. It is essential to take account of the fact that

radioactive substances may remain in the biosphere for decades and

be successively taken up by plants and animals. In order to be

certain that the accumulation of long-lived radioactive substances
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does not in due course lead to the annual doses approaching the

limits which it is wished to set for the future, calculation of the

dose coramitment of each year's releases is a suitable aid. In the

example ir. the table in paragraph 1:1% it is the future annual

dose Å + B + C + D 'which should not be allowed to exceed the given

limiting value. Nuraerically, however, this future annual dose

is equal to the dose cosnaitnent which car. be calculated fcr each

of the annual releases (i e in the fi,~ure the sarae result is

obtained by adding horizontally as by adding vertically).

1:11. On the assumption that it nay be supposed that the total

or. detriment due to a riven release of activity is

directly proportional to the global collective dose cossmitaent (3 ),

it i3 desirable to r-ake an estimate of the latter fir use in

making decisions or; the measures which may be considered

reasonable for further dose reduction, if the size of the

population does net change with time, the collective dose

conmitaent according to paragraph 1:6 is calculated as

= K f D(t) dt = II D
c

On the other hand, if the size of t.h*» population chan~cs vith

time the expression for S becomes
c

oo

S = / N(t) 5(t) dtC J
If the increase in the population takes place more rapidly than

the correapondinj: decrease in the dose rate, the expression for

3 becomes divergent. In this case a finite value can be calculated

for the collective dose commitment weir/hted for the population

3ize, namely
op ^__

M(t) D(t) dt

;
N(t) dt



B a w w i , this value has little practical importance (cf paragraph

and the estiaation S nast be aede with simplified assuepkions,c
as is the following paragraph.

1:12. If calculation af S according to paragraph 1:11 gives a
e

divergent integral, a conservative (pessiaistic) estiaate ofS for use in the estimation of injury can tee obtained from

s a n B&
C 9 •

where T anä B denote the same quantities as in paragraph Is? «nd

the value of 8* is taken as the eaxiaixB sise of the population in

the futute. . .

1:13. Kegardles3 of whether the sise of the population reaains

con»*»* or increases in the future, the future average dose to

the population fox which the calculation is sade will have a

sagnitude equal to the dose coaaitaent of an average annual

release. Thus the expression for D, in paragraph 1:16 can always

he used for estiaatioxts of the future average dose. If the integral

for the calculation of S is divergent as a result of an increasing

population t then according to the expression in paragraph 1:11

D' is less than D since for long-lived radionuelides it is ttainly

detemined by many saall dose contributions in the remote future •

Weighting with regard to the increased population therefore leads

to an underestimate of the tame future dose rate in the ease of

continued releases.

1:14* It is thus possible to avoid unpleasant surprises in the

fora of high doses due to a successive accumulation of long-lived

radioactive substances in the biosphere by limiting the releases

right fro* the beginning in such a way that the dose eoaaitasnt

of each annual release is below the limiting value which has been

set to apply to the future annual doss*
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ÄPPEKDIX 21 GALCULålTIOK OF RELEASE LIMITS

BELEA3B LIMITS DE3IV2D F80M D O ^ L Ä K S FOR THE CRITICAL GB0ÖP

2s1* The dose in the critical group (the concept 'critical group* is

discussed in Appendix 3) shall be assessed for each nuclide or

group of nuclides subject to release limitation. The assessment

shall be based upon the method of the "most critical pathway" as

reeosraended by the ICHP.

2*2. Since it is likely although not always certain that for a

power station with several reactors, all reactors will have the

aarae critical group, a dcse limit for the critical group, with

regard to its dose contribution from the power station, will

lioit the total release from the power station rather than the

release from any one reactor. When In the following paragraphs

individual dose limits are mentioned, they relate to critical

groups, taking into account dose contributions from all reactors

at the power station and from all releases, whether into air

or water.

2:3. The dose equivalent conroitment (H, .) for a certain organ (l)

vill be proportional to the released activity (R.) of the

nuclide (i) causing the exposure, but only if the release is so

distributed in tis» that the dose is not influenced by daily

or seasonal variations in environmental factors. If that is

not the case, the proportionality factor e^rera/Ci) will be a

function of time» For annual releases, however, it may be

assumed that

if no major portion of the total release is concentrated in tim,

* 1214* Once a limit (H,,) for the doze equivalent commitment &•
1 # A

has been established, the corresponding release limit K, for the
total release R • y _ H. can be calculated as

1 In Hie following the asterisk (*) denotes limits of H, H and S



In this expression e, is the overall proportionality factor

(rem/Ci) for the organ k and can be obtained as

if f. = R./R is the fractional release of each nuclide (i).

Once R has been derived, the limits (R, .) for each nuclide

can be obtained sinply as iL . = f. * R. . It should be noticed

that the assessment cf e.. implies knowled^ of the full release ^

spectrum, i e knowledge of all values of f. related to significantly

large values of e.,.. With consideration of the magnitude of the

various proportionality factors e, . and of the practicability

of reducing the releases of the various nuclides, a release W

spectrum must be suggested by the applicant and be approved by the

National Institute of Radiation Protection. The resulting dose

contributions E.. may include some which are much more significant

than others. If one nuclide (d) dominates to the extent that

H., Ä R. then the release limit of that nuclide is 3imply

h* - H*i / eid

and the other releases are insignificant as long as the release

spectrum is not substantially changed. This latter requirement

implies some formulation of release limits or boundary conditions "\

for all nucliden although not necessarily individual release limits

for each nuclide (cf Appendix 4)»

2:5. In order tc •orevent several sources contributing to a total "%
•x- " *

dose exceeding the ICiiP dose limits, the operative limit (HL) of

the annual dose equivalent commitment from ruclear power stations

must not exceed a stipulated fraction of the annual dose liirits

recommended by ICHP for individual members of the public. The

magnitude of the fraction will depend upon the likelihood of

exposures also occurring from other sources. This will ensure

that no individual in the neighbourhood of a nuclear power station,

under normal conditions short of accidents (cf paragraphs 2-5 in

the instructions) will receive a total radiation dose exceeding

the dose limit that ICKP has given for the sun of all radiation

doses in addition to those from natural radiation and from medical
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(patient) irradiations. If this were the only restriction, however,

the whole-body done to individuals (i e the dose in the critical

i~roup) mi^ht reach some hundreds of rcrem in a year without beinc

unacceptable. Howver, there are other requirements which are more

restrictive and which '..'ill determine the operative release limits

and, as a corccrrence, the doses in the critical rxcup will

bacoine much snailer. This ic partic-jljurl;.' the ca3e \rith releases

into the air \;l~.en the collective dese at larre distances nay be

the limiting Victor (see paragraph 2: q).

Pi&EASE LELITS D^IV^S FROM LIMITS !*>k TS.'.: ^OLLKCTIVE IX)̂ S TO

mi v/OHLD t

2:6. In order to liuit the future average dose in whole populations

and to reflsct what seens to be reasonably achievable, it is

recommended that the collective whole tod;.- (and hence also the

gonad) doee equivalent coriaitiEent from the full fuel cycle

operations shall not exceed 1 manrem per year cf practice for

each installed I1./ (electric pover), or, in the case of

installations for district heating a corresponding collective

dose coiranitrtent per l?-»,̂  (thermal power). These limits may also

be e^ressod as i.-anrer.s per IlWyear, tut it shculd be remembered

that in this case the I-iVyear is not intended to be a measure

of energy '̂-̂  i-3 nerely the product of ths installed I-IW arsd the

time period of one year. At present ai er.vironirental contribution

of 0,3-0.5 narren per I7W year may be expoctf.-d from reprocessinf

plants, Thercfcrc, the release from pot/er stations should not

be permitted to cause more than 0,5 nanrem per ttW year. The

contribution from occupational expoeuren is not included in the

reconr.snded linsit, but experience indicates that it should be

possible to keep the collective dose within the power station

at less than 0,2 manrem per KW year,

2:7# Since the purpose of the limitation of the collective dose

is to Unit the future average dose s.t a time when the number of

reactors is much larger than now, it follows that the requirement

may be applied with some relaxation and flexibility during the

first period and, particularly, that it should be permissible to

average the collective dose over a lon-cr period than one year,

© £ over a ton-year psriod. This flexibility, however, must not
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be used as ar excuse for less restrictive operations being

deliberately planned purely for economic reasons.

^rS. The collective dose (s) may be assessed either by summation

cr by inte,rre"ion and n\ay be defined as

/ m H = / .'
t å n n J ?
r 0

vhere !' deno-icc n~.-.ilation subgroups havin,: avera-^; dose equivalents

H . I' the interral, ,1,, = dN/dH denotes the population distribution

rer ur.it dose irtorval. Conceptually, the upper limit of integration

should "OR ioses which are high enough to cause acute radiation

effects, tut in the a-plicatior. for protection purposes it i£

assumed that the hi hf.-st dose is equal to the rtose linit. In order

to assess the collective dose in full, the summation or integration

should be carried out in full, i e without ^eo\:raphical limitation

or cut-off levels of individual dose, Howe\'er, there may be

situations where inte/oration below a certain value cf H (H=a) will

not add ci^mficantly to the total estimate of the collective dose

."•"0.- a rivw crTOf;, L' that case, but only thon. a partial

integration woi'Ji .r.if.'."ice:

oo on

i^ H dH
a oo on
/ Î : H dH + / riy K till « I

0 a
1L

2:9» As in the case where the release limits (:I.) of the various
x ^

nuclides (i) were related to the chosen operative dose limit (li. )

for an or^an (l) in the critical group release limits can also

be derived frorr liirits ̂ 3 ) of the collective dose (fi). The

relationship betvreen a release H. of a certain nuclide and the

corresponding collective dose equivalent conriitner.t S. may be

described by

.;. = p.. ' R.
i i i

where ^ is an ccolo,Tical proportionality factor (manrem/Ci) which

i3 a function of time unless R. ia uniformly distributed in tine

over a period of one or several years.
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2;10. If the collective dose to the whole world population is

limited at S , the correspond.!

activity can oe calculated as

limited at S , the corresponding- release limit (Rc) of the total

where p is the overall proportionality factor (manrem/Ci) which can

be obtained as

c = ) f. g.

f. again being- the fractional release of each nuclide (i) in the

release spectrum which shall have been approved by the National Institute

of Radiation Protection. The operative release limit (fi ) will be the
* # # •

lowest value of Rq (derived from S ) and B, (derived from H.) for the
critical ort<=;an in the critical group.

*
* H

R » — or ff = —

In practice the situation is complicated by the fact that the total

release from a nuclear power station takes place from a number of

release points into both air and water (cf Appendix 4 ) .

2:11. The resulting- annual whole body (WB) dose equivalent H ..in the

critical group, i e the highest representative individual value of H

outside the power station can in principle be derived as

H . . =
era. t

once the limit of S (=S ) is known together with the values of the

proportionality factors e^g-» (rem/Ci for the whole-body dose in

the critical group) and g (total number of raanremB/Ci). The consequences

of having chosen a limit of 0.5 manrem per I'M year for the collective

dose from the releases from power stations and 1 manrem per MW year

for the collective dose from the full fuel cycle may be summarized as

follows, S being- the assumed collective dose limit and H .. the

resulting maxirau.ii whole-body dose:



eW3max * eWBaax P

The average value of H to the whole population will, in the first

approximation, bf

„ S* 1 . p • K .
H = — = ' •;. » p rein/year
pop b N * 'J

injT that the collective dose from a power station is P/2 manrems

per year at an installed power of P MW, and that the collective dose

frora all power stations in a population of N individuals is pH manrems

per year at a per caput installed nuclear power of p MW. The value of

ey_ y'2g depends, inter alia, on the proportion of short-lived

radionuclides in the release. If the main 3ource of exposure is through

atmospheric releases which may not necessarily be true it seeas that

H .. may be of the order of 1-10 mrem per year. With p * 0.004

(4 kW per caput), H will be 4 mrera per year, with somewhat hi£ier

levels possible locally if the geographical distribution of the

installed power is uneven.
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APPENDIX 3: THE CONCEPT CRITICAL GROUP

3:1 In 1966, the ICRP introduced the concept critical group

in its Publication 7. This concept was given the following description

(ICHP, Publication 7, paragraphs 14-17).

3:2. ( ) Thus, in most situations in which radioactive materials

are introduced to man's environment, there will be numerous and complex

pathways by which each of the released nuclides may ultimately cause

radiation exposure of man. An example of such a pathway is the deposition

of strontium-90 on grazing land, its direct retention on grass or its

uptake into the grass from the soil, its ingestion by cows and the

subsequent ingestion of cow's milk by people, especially children.

( - - - ) A comprehensive and detailed study of all such pathways

will not be needed, even for installations which involve potential

radiation hazards of the greatest magnitude, e g reactors, reactor fuel

reprocessing plants and stores of fuel reprocessing wastes. Experience

has shown that a study of the situation will indicate that certain

nuclides and certain exposure pathways are much more important than

others. These nuclides and pathways are designated "critical".

3:3» The presence of a critical nuclide in some critical pathway will

not cause the same exposure of each member of the population outside

an installation, and preoperational investigations will usually

establish the existence of one or two groups of people whose

characteristics, e.g.habits, location, or age, cause them to receive

doses higher than those received by the rest of the population outside

the installation and thus require them to be considered separately,

i.e.to be designated as critical. Great judgment is necessary in

defining such a group in practice and the following aspects will have

to be considered. ( - - - )

(a) The location and age distribution of the potentially exposed group.

(b) Dietary habits, e.g.special foodstuffs and amounts consumed.

(c) Special occupational habits, e.g.the handling of fishing gear.

(d) The type of dwelling, e. g.shielding characteristics.

(e) Domestic habits, e.g.time spent indoors, frequency of personal

washing and laundering of clothes.

(f) Hobbies, e.g.sport, fishing or sunbathing.



Such groups in the population may be in the vicinity of the installation

or at some distant location; they may include adult males, adult females,

pregnant women, and children; they nay be individuals who eat foodstuffs

prepared in a special way or produced in a particular location; or they

may be people who work in a particular industry. Only general guidance

can be given on the considerations needed to define the critical group

and the associated critical nuclides and pathways, for the situation

will be specific for each installation and its environment, but the

importance of such a definition is considerable. The concept of the

critical group provides a sound and practical way of complying with the

Commission's recommendations concerning members of the public. It also

allows economies in the conduct of environmental monitoring.

3:4» 'Hie critical group should be identified in such a way that it is

representative of the more highly exposed individuals in the population

and is as homogeneous as practicable with respect to radiation dose,

that is, with reopect to those factors in paragraph 3:j which affect

the dose in the specific case considered.

5:5. Once a critical group has been identified in this way, a suitably

representative sample of the group should be selected and studied so as

to assess their actual or potential exposure. The average exposure of

such a sample should then be regarded as typical of that of the highly

exposed individuals and the Commission's recommendations for the

maximum permissible doses for individual members of the public applied

to that average, ( )

#
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APPKNDIX 4: DLTTitfilKATION OF NOET! RilLSASES AKD COLLECTIVE DOSE INDEXES

4:1. Dose coefficients shall be interpreted as rneanir.,̂  the coefficients

c. .. , in the relationship D = c • a between a released activity a. .,
IJKITT - ijk

of the nuclide _i from release point j_ to the medium k (air or vater) and
the resultar.t dosft D. .. n ir. the or̂ -ar 1 in the **rcuo of persens n.

ljKim — - -

4t2. Dose coefficients for every »vacliie of practical importance shall

be calculated by the owners of th? installation and approved by the

National Institute of Radiation iTotectior.. In many cases dose coefficients

will have different values at different tirr.es of year. Bouever, the

variations which may be expected to occur due to different types of

•weather need not be taken into account in the calculations, the latter

shall be based on an average type of weather.

4:3. Reference release for the critical rxcup of a ^iven nuclide _i

shall be interpreted as meaning the least activity release Af., which
XJK

in any group of persons causes a dose coBsraitaent which in any orf-an is

equal to the reference values for the close specified in paragraph 12

of the instructions.

4s4« Norm release shall be interpreted as iseaninp the total annual

release af.. v/hich for the whole nuclear power station means that

Since the surrjr.ation applies to fractions of the reference doses in

both different organs and different critical proups, a norm relear.e

corresponds to doses which axe smaller than the reference values

given in paragraph 12 of the instructions.

4s5» BM* reference release for collective dose of a given nuclide jL

frcm a given release point ̂  to a /jiven medium k shall be interpreted

as meaning the activity release AV., v/hich causes a global collective

dose of 0.5 inanrem per MW year.
6

4«6. The collective dose index (s ) means the sum

3
X

where a" are the annual releases which occur.


